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MAYUMI YOSHIMOTO 

Y. Oba & S. Okada (eds.) Osaka Univ. Papers in English Linguistics, 13, 2008, 119–141. 

ON CLAUSAL COMPARATIVES: A SOLUTION TO 

SOME PROBLEMS OF MOVEMENT ANALYSIS
*
 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Comparative constructions that include clauses in the complement of than or as can 

be classified into two main groups: Ordinary Comparatives (OC) and Subcompara-

tives (SC). As shown in (1a)–(1b), OC is an expression of comparison that contrasts 

two quantities of the same sort (the number of men and the number of cookies). 

(1) a.  John invited more men than Bill invited. 

 b.  Mary bought more cookies than Pete had sold. 

On the other hand, sentences in (2) are examples of SC, which compare quantities of 

different sorts (comparison between the number of men and that of women, or the 

number of cookies and that of candies). 

(2) a.  John invited more men than Bill invited women. 

 b.  Mary bought more cookies than Pete had sold candies. 

As is widely acknowledged in the literature in this area, both types of comparatives 

have gaps in their than/as clauses. For example, in (1a) a gap exists in the comple-

ment of the VP headed by invited. In this case, the gap corresponds to DP (d-many 

men)1. (2a) also has a gap that corresponds to DegP (d-many) in the than-clause. 

However, opinions are divergent on the status of these gaps. Further, I would like to 

show that all clausal comparatives in English involve Ā-movement in the than-clause, 

and that the gaps are Ā-traces. 

This paper will put forward a proposal on the derivation of OC and SC, as sum-

                                                        
* This paper is a revised and expanded version of Yoshimoto (2008), which appeared in JELS (2008). 

I would like to express my gratitude to Yukio Oba and Sadayuki Okada for their valuable suggestions 

and constant support. Of course, all errors and inadequacies are my own. 
1
 “d-many men” represents the number of men. It is similar to “x-many” in Bresnan‟s (1973, 1975) 

term. “d” is an abbreviation of “degree.” The boldface indicates that it is phonologically null. 
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marized in (3). 

(3) a.  OC involves Ā-movement of an entire compared constituent (DP) to 

the specifier of a clausal complement of than/as. 

 b.  SC involves Ā-movement of a degree term (DegP) to the specifier of 

a clausal complement of than/as. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 will introduce some crucial 

syntactic facts on OC and SC. Section 3 will give an account of the data presented in 

section 2. Specifically, I will make a proposal similar to (3). In this section, we will 

also consider the Left Branch Condition, which is imposed on wh-questions, and 

present the mechanism of this condition. Furthermore, we will investigate the main 

clause of comparatives. Following the analysis presented in section 3, section 4 will 

provide an explanation of the syntactic facts introduced in section 2.  

2 THE SYNTACTIC BEHAVIOR OF COMPARATIVES 

2.1 The Similarity between Wh-Constructions and Comparative Constructions 

There is some data that indicates that OC and SC are derived in a same fashion: both 

behave like wh-questions. Let us consider the examples below to show that OC/SC 

examples are similar to operator movement constructions: 

(4) a. * Michael has more scoring titles than Dennis is a guy who has. 

 b. * Michael has more scoring titles than Dennis is a guy who has tattoos. 

(5) a. * The shapes were longer than I wondered whether they would be. 

 b. * The shapes were longer than I wondered whether they would be 

thick. 

(6) a. * My sister drives as carefully as I avoid accidents when I drive. 

 b. * My sister drives as carefully as I avoid accidents when I drive care-

lessly. 

(7) a. * There are more stars in the sky than that the eye can see is certain. 

 b. * There are more stars in the sky than that the eye can see planets is 

certain. 

(Kennedy 2002: 558) 

The examples in (4a)–(7a) are OC, and those in (4b)–(7b) are SC. They show island 

effects: complex NP islands, wh-islands, adjunct islands, and the sentential subject 

islands. Neither OC nor SC is allowed in these contexts, which suggests that the two 

constructions both have Ā-traces. Meanwhile, they permit the gap to be embedded in 
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non-island complement clauses. See (8):  

(8) a.  Michael has more scoring titles than Kim says he has. 

 b.  Michael has more scoring titles than Kim says Dennis plans to get 

tattoos. 

(Kennedy 2002: 558) 

Moreover, OC shows strong and weak crossover effects as observed in (9), and this is 

true of SC as seen in (10). 

(9) a.  More Democratsi voted than they*i/j expected to vote. 

 b.  More Democratsi voted than their?*i/j friends expected to vote. 

(10) a.  More Democrats voted than they*i/j expected Republicansi to vote. 

 b.  More Democrats voted than their*i/j friends expected Republicansi to 

vote. 

(ibid.: 559) 

Finally, there is another piece of evidence for movement analysis of OC and SC. 

In the English dialects, the overt what appears in than-clauses (Izvorski (1995)). 

(11) a.  We own more books than what they do. 

 b.  We own more books than what we own magazines. 

(Izvorski 1995: 211) 

The examples we have seen above indicate that the gaps in comparative clauses are 

Ā-traces. 

2.2 The Difference between OC and SC 

What section 2.1 reveals is that OC and SC are similar to each other; there are also, 

however, some differences between them. Firstly, OC allows parasitic gaps whereas 

SC does not. 

(12) a.  I threw away more books than I kept without reading. 

 b. * I threw away more books than I kept papers without reading. 

(Kennedy 2002: 561–562) 

Secondly, only OC prohibits that- configurations, as seen in (13a–b). That can arise 

in the embedded clause in SC, but not in OC. 
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(13) a.  More books were published than the editor said (*that) would be. 

 b.  More books were published than the editor said (that) articles would 

be. (Kennedy 2002: 561) 

Thirdly, multiply-headed SC constructions are well-formed, but OC counterparts in 

this regard are impossible. 

(14) a.  John gave more girls more dolls than he had given boys pencils. 

 b. * John gave more girls more dolls than he had given. 

(Corver 1993: 775) 

Now that the similarity and difference between OC and SC has been made clear, I will 

show in section 3 the manner in which OC and SC are derived, and provide an expla-

nation for their syntactic behavior. Before going to section 3, however, I would like to 

focus on SC and point out some interesting features that are unique to SC. 

2.3 Adverbial-like character of DegP in SC 

Pinkham (1982) made an insightful observation that DegPs in the than-clauses of SC 

are VP modifiers. Let us see the following examples: 

(15) a.  He makes a better soufflé than he does an omelet. 

 b.  They make better police dogs then than they make pets. 

 c.  He makes a more successful businessman than he does a linguist. 

    (Pinkham 1982: 35) 

(16) a. * I saw better movies than he did plays. 

 b. * He has a more expensive car than he has a house. 

 c. * She bought a prettier dress than she bought a shirt. 

(ibid.: 32) 

Pinkham (1982) insists that SC is allowed when the adjectives in SC can be replaced 

with adverbs. The grammatical examples in (15) can be paraphrased with the ones in 

(17), but the ungrammatical examples in (16) cannot be paraphrased with the ones in 

(18). 

(17) a.  He makes a soufflé better than he makes an omelet. 

 b.  They make police dogs better then than they make pets. 

 c.  He makes a businessman more successfully than he does a linguist. 

(18) a. # I saw movies better than he did plays. 

 b. # He has a car in a more expensive way than he has a house. 

 c. # She bought a dress more prettily than she bought a shirt. 
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(Pinkham 1982: 35) 

The adjectival better in (15a) can be replaced with the adverbial better in (17a). To 

make a soufflé well can imply to make a good soufflé. On the other hand, better in 

(16a) cannot be interpreted as better in (18a). In (16a), better is used as a modifier of 

movies or plays, while in (18a) better modifies the event of seeing movies or plays. 

To see movies well does not imply the act of seeing good movies. Therefore, what 

(16a) means is quite different from what (18a) means. In such a case, Pinkham claims, 

SC constructions become unacceptable2. To quote Pinkham, the licensing condition of 

SC can be as presented as shown in (19). 

(19)  Subdeletion of an AP modifying an NP syntactically is allowed only if the 

comparison is adverbial semantically3. 

OC, on the other hand, doesn‟t follow this condition. 

(20) a.   I saw better movies than he did. 

 b.  He has a more expensive car than he has. 

 c.  She bought a prettier dress than she bought. 

These facts illustrate that DegPs are semantically adverbials (that is, VP modifiers) in 

SC, but not in OC. Following Pinkham‟s observation, I would like to propose that 

DegPs in SC are base-generated in the positions of VP modifiers, i.e., in VP-adjoined 

positions. The next section describes the details on how the two constructions can be 

derived in our analysis. 

3 SYNTACTIC DERIVATION OF OC AND SC: Ā-MOVEMENT IN THAN-CLAUSE 

3.1 Ā-movement analysis of OC/SC 

Considering the examples cited in section 2.1, we can infer that both OC and SC un-

                                                        
2
 Most of the grammatical cases of SC seem to use better. However, as presented in the examples be-

low, we find that what matters is the VP rather than the adjective itself. SC‟s acceptability depends on the 

verb: 

(i) a.  He writes better short stories than he does poems. 

 b. * He reads better short stories than he does poems.  (Pinkham 1982: 36) 

To write good short stories is equated with the ability to write short stories well, but such equation 

isn‟t realized in (i–b). 
3
 “Subdeletion” is equivalent to what is termed as “SC” in this paper. 
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dergo overt Ā-movement
4
. On the other hand, if we take the difference between OC 

and SC into consideration, it is tenable to say that they are derived differently in some 

respects. Now, suppose that the two constructions differ from each other in their 

moving elements: in OC, the entire compared elements are moved while in SC only 

the degree phrases are moved. If this analysis is on the right track, we can account for 

the different behaviors of OC and SC.  

First, let us take a closer look into the derivation of OC. 

(21)  In OC‟s than-clause, an entire compared element is moved from an argu-

ment position to spec-CP. 

(22b) illustrates this movement in the than-clause of OC. 

(22) a.  John invited more men than Bill invited. 

 b. … thanP 

  than CP 

  DP C′ 

  d-many men C IP 

  [EPP][DEG]  NP I′ 

  Bill I VP 

 [EPP][]  Bill V′ 

 V DP 

  invited DegP D′ 

 d-many D NP 

  men 

In (22b), [DP d-many men] is merged in the complement of VP that is headed by in-

vited. After the derivation comes into IP, C0 is merged. Here let us assume the C0 has 

the [EPP] feature and the [DEG] feature, following the standard theory of 

wh-questions that postulates that C0 has the [EPP] and [WH] features (Chomsky 

                                                        
4
 Bresnan (1977) develops a deletion approach to OC and SC. She claims that OC and SC are derived 

through deletion that is sensitive to syntactic islands. Her analysis is persuasive but if movement does 

not occur in OC, the fact that parasitic gaps are allowed in OC cannot be accounted for. Moreover, al-

though she insists that there are operations of “Comparative Deletion” and “Comparative Subdeletion” in 

OC and SC, it might be dubious to assume a special deletion operation. Deletion is generally an optional 

operation: John knows Mary’s mother and Bill knows Ann’s is grammatical and John knows Mary’s 

mother and Bill knows Ann’s mother is also grammatical. But “Comparative (Sub)Deletion” is an obli-

gatory operation: John invited more men than Bill invited is acceptable, but a sentence without deletion 

like John invited more men than Bill invited men is unacceptable. Therefore, in order to argue that the 

gaps in OC and SC are derived from deletion, we have to assume specially an obligatory deletion opera-

tion (unlike “normal” deletion), so there remains a theoretical problem. 
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(1998, 1999, 2001)). Then in (22b), the [EPP] feature of C
0
 requires the specifier to be 

filled with elements that match the features carried by the head. Therefore [DP d-many 

men], which has [DEG], is moved to the spec-CP. 

Secondly let us consider SC‟s derivation. Following Pinkham‟s analysis, we may 

safely conclude that the DegP in SC is adjoined to the VP. The DegP in SC modifies 

the VP (the events) and, therefore, semantically binds a Davidsonian (1967) event 

variable. Since semantic binding hinges on syntactic binding (cf. Heim and Krazer 

(1998)), DegPs must be in a position that is higher than the VP‟s. So the SC‟s deriva-

tion can be defined as (23), which is illustrated in (24): 

(23)  In SC‟s than-clause, DegP is moved from VP-adjoined position to 

Spec-CP. 

(24) a.  John invited more men than Bill invited women. 

 b.  ... thanP 

  than CP 

  DegP C′ 

  d-many C IP 

 [EPP][DEG] NP I′ 

 Bill I VP 

 [EPP][]  DegP VP 

 d-many Bill V′ 

 invited women  

SC is derived in the same way as OC until the IP is derived, but the moved element is 

different: what is moved by the requirement of C0‟s [EPP] feature in SC is [Deg 

d-many]. 

3.2 DegPs in SC’s main clauses 

So far, we have focused on the than-clause, and in this section I will make a brief ob-

servation on the derivation of the main clause. As we have seen above, in the SC‟s 

than-clause, DegP is merged into a VP-adjoined position. Similarly, I would like to 

propose DegP in the main clause also exists in a VP-adjoined position at LF. 

(25) a.  John invited more men than Bill invited women. 

 b.  John [VP [DegP more] [VP invited [DP [DegP more] men] than... 
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Such an idea is based on the “adverbial-reading” of DegPs in SC. As mentioned 

above, DegPs in SC are semantically adverbials. From this fact, we have concluded 

that DegP in than-clauses is generated in a VP-adjoined position in SC. 

Of course, the adverbial-like character goes not only for DegP in than-clauses but 

also for DegP in the main clause. Hence, it is plausible to say that DegP in the main 

clause also exists in a position for VP-modifiers (at least in the LF-level). I am of the 

view that such a structure is established through the LF-movement of DegP. 

It is not incorrect to assume that the DegP undergoes LF movement in the main 

clause in order to have an adverbial reading, considering the analysis for “adverbial 

adjectives.” Stump (1981) observes that sentences containing frequency adjectives as 

exemplified in (26) are paraphrasable with sentences modified by the corresponding 

frequency adverbs. Sentences in (26) are simply paraphrased by those in (27)5. 

(26) a.  An occasional sailor strolled by. 

 b.  John got his message across to an infrequent student, but such suc-

cesses were few and far between. 

 c.  A periodic investigation would turn up a few new leads, but solid 

evidence was never found. 

 d.  The storm was punctuated by a sporadic crash of thunder. 

(27) a.  Occasionally a sailor strolled by. 

 b.  Infrequently, John got his message across to a student, but such suc-

cesses were few and far between. 

 c.  Periodically, an investigation would turn up a few new lead, but solid 

evidence was never found. 

 d.  Sporadically, the storm was punctuated by a crash of thunder. 

(Stump 1981: 222) 

For example, in (26a), the scope of occasional extends over the entire sentence, as 

shown in (27a). Therefore, it semantically binds an event variable that is located in a 

position higher than the DP. But the adjective occasional in (26a) cannot syntactically 

bind the event variable because it does not c-command it. Hence, we cannot derive 

the reading, as was possible in (27), from the surface structure in (26). Then, it will be 

necessary to assume the LF-extraction of the adjective (Stump (1981)). The adjective 

occasional is thus considered to be moved to a place where it can bind the event va-

riable. 

Applying this kind of analysis to SC‟s main clause, we can capture the adverbial 

nature of DegP in SC‟s main clause. Further, we can expect some parallelism between 

the structure of the main clause and that of the than-clause, at least in the LF level. 

Taking into account the fact that in comparative constructions the than-clause should 

have a parallel structure to that of the main clause, we can say that the LF-movement 

analysis of the main clause in SC is preferable. 

                                                        
5
 These kinds of sentences are ambiguous. For example, (i) can be understood as either (ii) or (iii).  

(i) Someone saw an occasional sailor. 

(ii)  It was occasionally the case that someone saw a sailor. 

(iii) Some was such that occasionally he saw a sailor. 
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3.3 The Problem of LBC in SC and wh-questions 

Before clarifying the manner in which our analysis can account for the syntactic be-

havior of OC and SC, I will show that our analysis can circumvent a problem that 

movement analyses of comparatives are commonly faced with, and instead give rise 

to another problem. Now, let us consider the problem that is typically encountered in 

movement analyses of comparatives. If DegP in SC was generated in DP, and SC was 

derived in the way as shown below, the derivation would include a violation of the 

“Left Branch Condition.” 

(28) a.  John invited more men than Bill invited women. 

 b.  ... thanP 

 than CP 

 DegP C′ 

  d-many C IP 

 [EPP][DEG]  NP      I′ 

     Bill I VP 

 [EPP][] Bill V′ 

 V DP 

    invited DegP D′ 

  d-many D NP 

  women 

The Left Branch Condition (henceforth LBC) is a constraint prohibiting 

wh-movement of pre-head modifiers. In many languages, including English, 

wh-movement cannot front the left branch of a phrase. 

(29) a. * How many do you have books? (cf. How many books do you have?) 

 b. * How was she sad? (cf. How sad was she?) 

In the literature, many researches have attempted to treat SC as operator movement 

constructions, but they have been faced with the problem of LBC. Now, according to 

our analysis, when SC has a structure like (24b), and not (28b), the derivation does 

not violate LBC. Thus, we can avoid the problem of LBC. 

However, another question arises at this point: why does a sentence like how many 

books do you have? prohibit the movement of [DegP how many] from a VP-adjoined 

position whereas the movement is allowed in SC? If SC can move DegPs from 

VP-adjoined positions, it might be expected that how many can also be moved from 

VP-adjoined position as in (30b), which is contrary to the facts. 
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(30) a. * How many do you have books? 

 b.   CP 

 DegP C′ 

  how many C IP 

 do NP I′ 

 you I VP 

 [EPP][]  DegP VP 

 how-many you V′ 

 V DP 

 have books 

We can find a solution to the problem if we make two assumptions. Firstly, as-

suming that the VP-adjoined position must be filled with elements that function as 

VP-modifiers, such as adverbials, how many in (30a) cannot be generated in the 

VP-adjoined position. Since many in how many can behave as an adjective but it 

cannot as an adverbial6, how many in (30a) does not function as a VP-modifier, in 

contrast to DegP in SC sentences. Thus, how many cannot be merged in a position 

where some adverbials should be allowed to be merged and it will be generated 

somewhere in DP. Following Kennedy and Merchant (2000), it seems to be generated 

in the NP-adjoined position. 

Secondly, assuming that there are [+WH] features and [EPP] features on D0 (cf. 

Radford (2004)), we may expect that the movement of how many would make (30a) 

ungrammatical. If D0 has these features, the features will require an element with a 

[+WH] feature in its specifier position. For example, [DP how many books] in (31a) 

has its structures illustrated in (31b): 

(31) a.  How many books do you have? 

 b.           DP 

DegPi             D′ 

 how many [+WH] D           NP 

  [+WH][EPP]      ti books 

Under the assumption, how many must be raised by the features of D0. The evidence 

that DegP must be raised to the Spec-DP position can be found in such examples as 

the one in (32). 

(32) How interesting a novel did he write? 

                                                        
6
 This can be confirmed if we consider an ungrammatical sentence like We have books many, which 

shows that many cannot behave as an adjective. 
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The DP in (32) has the following structure: The DegP that has [+WH] feature is 

moved from the inside of the NP to the Spec-DP. 

(33)              DP 

DegPi             D′ 

 how interesting [+WH] D           NP 

  a [+WH][EPP]     ti novel 

Now, if the assumption is correct, we can confidently expect (30a) to be ungrammati-

cal. How many in (30a) must enter into the NP-adjoined position and move to the 

Spec-DP position (i.e., the left branch position of DP), so that if how many is moved 

further without pied-piping the entire DP, it causes the violation of the LBC. I would 

like to say that this is the mechanism that leads to the LBC violation in wh-questions. 

The reason that (30a) is ungrammatical is because the DegP is obliged to pass the DP 

specifier position owing to D0‟s features. 

Now, our claim suggests that the LBC violation has something to do with D0‟s 

features. Interestingly, in languages that lack D0 (e.g. Polish and Czech), the left 

branch effect does not exist (Kennedy and Merchant (2000)). (34a–b) are Polish and 

(35a–b) are Czech. 

(34) a.  Jak długą sztukę napisał Paweł? 

how long play wrote Pawel 

 b.  Jak długą napisał  Paweł sztukę? 

   how long wrote Pawel play 

   „How long a play did Pawel write?‟ 

(35) a.  Jak velké auto  Václav koupil? 

how big car Vaclav bought 

 b.  Jak velké Václav koupil auto 

   how big Vaclav bought car 

  „How big a car did Vaclav buy?‟ 

(Kennedy and Merchant 2000: 104) 

On the other hand, in languages that have D0 (e.g. Greek and Bulgarian), the left 

branch effect does exist. (36) is Greek and (37) is Bulgarian. 

(36) a.  Poso megalo aftokinito agorase o Petros? 

how big car bought the Petros 

 b. * Poso megalo agorase o Petros ena aftokinito? 

   how big bought the Petros a car 

       (Kennedy and Merchant 2000: 106) 

(37) a.  Kolko skipa kola kupi Ivan? 

how expensive car bought Ivan 
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 b. * Kolko skipa kupi Ivan kola? 

   how expensive bought Ivan car 

   „How expensive a car did Ivan buy?‟ 

(Kennedy and Merchant 2000: 107) 

The existence of D0 seems in fact to be related to the application of the LBC, as we 

have seen in (34)–(37). It is, therefore, quite likely that ungrammatical sentences like 

(30a) have some connection with D0‟s features. Hence, it is plausible to say that the 

ungrammaticality of (30a) is caused by the requirement of D0‟s features that compels 

the DegP to enter into the Spec-DP. 

We can thus account for the mysterious situation where in SC DegP can be moved 

from a VP-adjoined position but in wh-questions this kind of movement is not possi-

ble. Assuming that adjectives which do not function as adverbials are not allowed to 

be in an adjoined position, and that in wh-questions D0 has [EPP] and [+WH], then it 

follows that the DegPs in wh-questions like how many must go through the Spec-DP. 

The LBC is a condition which violates a movement from the left-branch position in 

DP, so it is prohibited for the DegP to pass through the Spec-DP to the Spec-CP with-

out pied-piping the entire DP. 

3.4 Syntactic Behavior of OC and SC 

This section shows how our present analysis can actually account for the syntactic 

distinctions between OC and SC. Recall that OC and SC behave differently in situa-

tions of parasitic gap licensing and the application of that- effect, and in terms of the 

acceptability in multiply-headed comparatives. Their syntactic differences can be attri-

buted to the difference in their derivation: OC undergoes the movement of an entire com-

pared element (DP) whereas in SC, there is movement of DegP only. Section 3.4.1 will 

investigate parasitic gap licensing, 3.4.2 will focus on that- configurations and 3.4.3 will 

elaborate on multiply-headed comparatives. 

3.4.1 On licensing of parasitic gaps     OC allows parasitic gaps but SC does not, 

which is shown again in (38). 

(38) a.  I threw away more books than I filed without reading e. 

 b. * I threw away more books than I filed magazines without reading e abstracts.

 (= (12)) 

This fact can be explained easily in the present analysis. In OC, the entire compared ele-

ment is moved whereas in SC only the DegP is moved. The structures of than-clauses in 

(38) are illustrated below. 
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(39) a.  ... than [CP [DP d-many books] [IP I filed [DP d-many books] without 

reading e]] 

 b.  ... than [CP [DegP d-many] [IP I I
0 [VP [DegP d-many] [VP filed magazines [PP 

without reading e abstracts]]]]] 

In (39a) the parasitic gap and the real gap are both DP and in (39b) they are DegP. 

Now, it is well known that real gaps as well as parasitic gaps must be categorially DP 

(or NP) as shown in (40) (cf. Cinque (1990), Postal (1994)). 

(40) a. * [AP Tall] though Frank was t without looking e, he couldn‟t reach the 

shelf. 

 b. * [AdvP How long] does John drink t before lecturing e? 

 c. * This is a topic [PP about which] you should think t before talking e. 

 d. * [VP Abuse my ferret], I refused to accept that he could t even after seeing 

him e. 

In all the examples above, the real gaps and parasitic gaps (indicated as t and e respective-

ly) are not DP, so they violate the condition that parasitic gaps and real gaps must be DP. 

Now, we can explain the reason why OC in (39a) licenses the parasitic gap but SC in 

(39b) does not. The issue can be treated in terms of the categorical difference in the moved 

elements7. In OC, the real gap and parasitic gap are DP, so OC satisfies the licensing con-

dition of parasitic gaps. 

3.4.2 On the that- configuration     That-trace effect is applied to OC but not to SC. 

(41) a.  More books were published than the editor said (*that) would be. 

 b.  More books were published than the editor said (that) articles would 

be. (= (13)) 

Here, we can also account for these facts in terms of the categorial difference in the moved 

elements. In OC, the entire comparative constituent (in this case, the subject) is raised to 

Spec-CP; therefore, in the complement clause of the VP headed by said in (41a), there is a 

trace in the subject position, as illustrated in (42). When that arises before the trace, it will 

violate that-trace effect. 

(42)  ... than [CP d-many books C0
[Deg][EPP] [IP the editor said [CP (*that) [IP 

                                                        
7
 We may be able to give another explanation for the contrast between (38a) and (38b) by using the 

anti-c-command condition. This condition prohibits parasitic gaps from being c-commanded by their li-

censing gaps (real gaps). 

(i) * Which articles t got filed by John without him reading e? 

If parasitic gaps really obey the condition, we can say that unacceptable parasitic gap constructions in 

SC are attributable to the positions of the real gap (the trace of d-many) and the parasitic gap. (In (38b), 

the trace of d-many can c-command e.) 
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d-many books would be]]]] 

In SC, on the other hand, the subject in the complement clause of said is a phonologically 

overt element, as shown below. The trace appears in a VP-adjoined position, so that and 

the trace will not be adjacent. Therefore, in SC, the violation of that-trace condition does 

not occur. 

(43)  ... than [CP d-many books C0
[Deg][EPP] [IP the editor said [CP d-many books 

(that) [IP the articles I0 [VP d-many books [VP the articles would be]]]]]] 

If our conclusion that in SC null adverbials are moved is adopted, the apparent lack of the 

that-trace effect in SC can be precisely accounted for. In fact, the movement of adverbials 

has no effect on the occurrence of that in the embedded clause. (44) is grammatical 

whether or not that appears in the embedded clause. 

(44)  How do you think (that) John fixed a car? 

Furthermore, in OC, if some adverbials appear between that and a trace of a compared 

element, it will be grammatical even when that arises. This is shown in a sentence in (45a), 

and the structure is studied in (45b). 

(45) a.  I wrote more books than I estimated that for all intents and purposes 

would be written. (Kandybowicz 2006a: 223) 

 b.  ... than [CP d-many books C0
[Deg][EPP] [IP I estimated [CP that [IP [AdvP 

for all intents and purposes] [IP d-many books would be written]]]]] 

In many studies, that-trace condition is considered to be a PF condition that prohibits the 

adjacent arrangement of that and a phonologically null element (Aoun et al (1987), 

Merchant (2001), Kandybowicz (2006) and so on). Although an analysis of the me-

chanism of that- configuration is beyond the scope of this paper, we are in a position to 

provide a simple explanation for (41) through (45), if it is treated as a PF condition: pho-

nologically overt elements must appear immediately after that. 

3.4.3 On multiply-headed comparatives     OC and SC exhibit different behaviors to-

ward multiply-headed comparatives. 

(46) a. * John gave more girls more dolls than he had given. 

 b.  John gave more girls more dolls than he had given boys pencils. 

    (= (14)) 

(46) shows that multiply-headed SC is acceptable but multiply-headed OC is not. 
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However, there are also ungrammatical examples of multiply-headed SC. 

(47) a.  More dogs ate more rats than cats ate mice. 

 b. * Fewer dogs ate more rats than cats ate mice. 

These facts confirm our analysis that SC undergoes movement from a VP-adjoined posi-

tion whereas OC undergoes movement from an argument position. Firstly, following our 

present analysis, (46a) is considered to have the structure likes (48a). Compared to (46b)‟s 

structure in (48b), more than one compared constituent is moved in (48a). 

(48) a. * John gave more girls more dolls than [CP [DP d-many girls] [DP 

d-many dolls] C0 [IP he had given [DP d-many girls] [DP d-many 

dolls]]] 

 b.  John gave more girls more dolls than [CP [DegP d-many] C0 [IP he T0 

[VP [DegP d-many] [VP had given boys pencils]]]] 

The overt movement of more than one operator as seen in (48a) is not permitted in English 

in the same way as multiple wh-questions are. So (46a) includes inadequate movement. 

On the other hand, (46b) does not present such a problem: only one element (d-many) is 

moved if (46b) is derived as represented in (48b). 

Secondly in (49), the than-clause in (47b) includes overt movement of more than one 

element. 

(49) * … than [CP [DegP d-few] [DegP d-many] C0 [IP cats T0 [VP [DegP d-few] [DegP 

d-many] [VP ate mice]]]] 

(49) has two DegPs (more and fewer) in the main clause, so there should also be two 

DegPs in the than-clause. Then, two operators are moved in the than-clause, which makes 

the sentence ungrammatical8. 

                                                        
8
 The present analysis makes the following prediction: in languages that allow multiple instances of 

overt Ā-movement, multiply-headed OC/SC is also allowed. In reality, Japanese, which allows multiple 

scrambling, permits multiply-headed OC/SC. 

 (i) a. Taro-wa Hanako-ga utta yorimo motto takusan-no 

  Taro-NOM Hanako-NOM sold than more many 

  dansei-ni motto takusan-no kuruma-o utta. 

  men-DAT more many car-ACC sold 

  (lit.„Taro sold more men more cars than Hanako sold.‟) 

 b. Taro-wa Hanako-ga josei-ni kaban-o utta yorimo motto  

  Taro-NOM Hanako-NOM women-DAT bag-ACC sold than more  

  takusan-no dansei-ni motto takusan-no kuruma-o utta. 

  many men-DAT more many car-ACC sold 

  (lit. „Taro sold more men more cars than Hanako sold women bags.‟ 

 c. Taro-wa Hanako-ga dansei-ni kuruma-o utta yorimo motto 

  Taro-NOM Hanako-NOM men-DAT car-ACC sold than more 

 

  takusan-no josei-ni motto takai kaban-o utta. 
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Note that multiply-headed SC has some marginality, as can be seen in the following 

quotation: “some speakers find multiple subcomparatives unacceptable and many are not 

sure what these sentences actually mean” (Izvorski (1995)). The marginal character of SC 

may come from the “double-binding” that is seen in SC. As indicated in (48b), the null 

operator d-many binds two degree variables that exist in the two NPs ― boys and pencils. 

This kind of binding may cause problems to some speakers. 

To sum up, in section 3.4.1–3.4.3, we have investigated the syntactic behavior of 

OC and SC. The syntactic facts seen in OC and SC can be easily explained if we pay 

attention to the moved elements in OC and SC. From their syntactic facts, we can say 

that it is reasonable to assume that OC is derived through the movement of the entire 

compared element from an argument position and SC is derived through the move-

ment of DegP from a VP-adjoined position. 

 3.5 Null Adverbial Hypothesis 

Before concluding, we have to review another study that attempts to treat DegP in SC 

as null adverbial. Izvorski (1995) argues that SC constructions have the same struc-

ture as wh-questions as shown in (50), where in what quantity or in what extent are 

moved to higher positions. 

(50) a.  In what quantity did Mary eat apples? 

 b.  To what extent was John surprised? 

According to Izvorski (1995), the derivation of the than-clause in (51) is illustrated in 

(52). 

(51) a.  John has more books than Bill has magazines. 

 b.  Ann is less happy now than she was sad before. 

(52) a.  ...than [ in what quantity]i we have magazines ti. 

 b.  ...than [ to what extent/degree]i she was sad ti before. 

In other words, in SC, in what quantity or to what extent/degree is moved to the 

Spec-CP in the than-clause9. I agree with her that there is a movement of the null ad-

verbial phrase in SC, but there remain at least two problems in this analysis. 

                                                                                                                                    
  many women-DAT more many bag-ACC sold 

  (lit. „Taro sold more women more expensive bags than Hanako sold men cars.‟) 

 (i-a) is an example of multiply-headed OC. It involves multiply fronting of the compared element, 

which is perfectly acceptable. (i-b) and (i-c) are examples of multiply-headed SC. If our analysis of Eng-

lish SC is applied to Japanese data, (i-b) involves the movement of one DegP, but in (i-c) two DegPs are 

moved. In contrast to English, Japanese SC like (i-c) is permitted since it allows the multiple fronting of 

operators. So the prediction as stated above is borne out. 
9
 By the mark , Izvorski represents a non-overt constituent. 
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The first one is related to the position of to what extent. It is not clear where the 

null adverbials (or moved elements in than-clauses) are adjoined. Certainly, Izvorski 

(1995) claims that in examples like (53a) the null adverbials are adjoined to AP, as 

shown in (53b). 

(53) a.  Bill is more successful than he is talented. 

 b.  ... IP 

  NP I′ 

 he I VP 

 he V′ 

 V AP 

 is AP AdvP 

 talented to what extent 

According to her, an adverbial phrase to what extent is raised from the AP-adjoined 

position to a higher position. Further, SC as in (54a) includes DP with an attributive 

adjective in the than-clause and has a structure as shown in (54b). 

(54) a. * Bill is a more successful actor than he is a talented director. 

 b.  ... IP 

 NP I′ 

 he I VP 

 he V′ 

 V DP 

 is D NP 

 a AP NP 

 AP AdvP director 

 talented to what extent 

In (54b), the AdvP, to what extent, is generated in the AP-adjoined position in the 

same way as in (53), and it has to be moved from this position. Izvorski claims that 

such a movement causes the LBC violation since the AdvP is in the left branch of the 

NP and the ungrammaticality of (54a) can be accounted for. 

However, there are three facts to show it is not plausible to assume that to what 

extent moves from an AP-adjoined position, as in (54b). First of all, if we consider an 

affirmative sentence like Bill is a talented director to some extent, the adverbial seems 

to be adjoined to a higher position than DP. If so, it is natural to assume that to what 
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extent in (54b) is adjoined to DP or VP rather than AP. Thus it is not reasonable to 

claim that the movement shown in (54b) causes (54a) to be ungrammatical. Now, 

even when we consider interrogative sentences that include to what extent, there are 

examples to show that the structure in (54b) is not correct. 

(55)  To what extent is it an open discipline? (BNC: G0R) 

The base position of the adverbial wh-phrase cannot be the AP-adjoined position be-

cause (55) is grammatical, but it should move from the DP-adjoined or VP-adjoined 

position. If to what extent in (55) were moved in the same way as SC, as in (54), it 

would include a movement violating the LBC. (55) is grammatical, so we can say that 

to what extent in this example is moved from a higher position than DP. Thus, it is not 

adequate to attribute the ungrammaticality of (54a) to the movement of to what extent 

from the left-branch position of NP because the adverbial can actually exist out of DP, 

as in (55). 

Moreover, there are counterexamples to (54b): 

(56) a.  He makes a better soufflé than he does an omelet. 

 b.  They make better police dogs than they make pets. 

 c.  He makes a more successful businessman than he does a linguist. 

    (= (15)) 

(56a)–(56c) have completely parallel structures to (54a)‟s. If the structure shown in 

(54b) is correct, (56) should induce a violation of the LBC. However, all the examples 

in (56) are fairly acceptable. Hence, the structure (54b) that Izvorski assumes cannot 

be appropriate. 

Finally, Izvorski‟s analysis will cause a complex situation if we consider some 

cases where the quantities of compared elements are compared. Let us see an example 

below. 

(57)  John has more books than Bill has magazines. 

(57) is, of course, perfectly grammatical. If (55) has the same structure as (54b), the 

structure of (57) must be like (58): 
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(58)  ...  IP 

 NP I′ 

 Bill I VP 

 Bill V′ 

 V DP 

  has D NP 

   AP NP 

 AP AdvP magazines 

  talented in what quantity 

This structure should imply that (57) will also be an unacceptable sentence. (58) con-

tains AdvP in the left-branch position of DP, so the movement from such a position 

will cause an LBC violation. Now, supposing that the AdvP is generated in a 

VP-adjoined position, the LBC problem will not arise. However, it is complicated to 

suppose that in some examples the DegP is generated in an AP-adjoined position, and 

in other cases it is generated in a VP-adjoined position. Izvorski does not argue about 

the position of AdvPs in sentences like (57), so this leads to a complicated situation. 

At least, considering that there are some counterexamples to the structure shown in 

(54b), we can say (54b) is inadequate. 

The second problem in Izvorski (1995) is related to the derivation of OC. Izvorski 

develops her analysis specifically for SC, but also suggests that OC can be given the 

same analysis if we assumed that the redundant lexical materials in the compared 

constituents were deleted: 

(59) a.  John has more books than Bill has. 

 b.  … than [in what quantity] Bill has t books. 

However, analyzing OC as such leads to the following two problems. Firstly, English 

does not allow this sort of DP-ellipsis (nor does it allow NP-ellipsis without an overt 

determiner). Secondly, if OC and SC involve the same type of movement operation, 

they should have the same licensing properties for parasitic gaps. In reality, OC li-

censes parasitic gaps and SC does not, as we have already seen. The movement Iz-

vorski attributes to OC should not license parasitic gaps as shown by (60). 

(60) * In what quantity did you throw away books without reading?  

    (Kennedy 2002: 565) 

Supposing OC is derived through the movement of the adverbial phrase and the dele-

tion of the remnant NP, parasitic gaps in OC cannot then be licensed, which is con-

trary to the facts. Thus, Izvorski (1995) fails to explain the syntactic behavior of OC 

and SC with regard to parasitic gaps. 
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Hence, it is clear that several problems still remain to be solved in existing null 

adverbial hypotheses. I would like to follow the idea that DegP is null adverbial, but 

argue that it is in a VP-adjoined position in the case of SC and the moving elements in 

OC are DP. Following our analysis, we can solve all of the problems that are raised in 

Izvorski (1995). 

4 CONCLUSION 

Summarizing this paper, we have discussed the derivation of OC and SC. Considering the 

semantic characters of OC and SC, we can make a proposal like (61): 

 

(61) a.  In OC‟s than-clause, an entire compared element is moved from an 

argument position to spec-CP. 

 b.  In SC‟s than-clause, a DegP is moved from a VP-adjoined position to 

Spec-CP. 

Our discussion involves not only the than-clause but also the main clause. It has been 

shown that with the help of our analysis we can predict the syntactic behaviors of OC and 

SC. Furthermore, we have investigated the relation between LBC and SC, and the relation 

between LBC and wh-questions. Under our analysis for the mechanism of the LBC viola-

tion, we can explain the reason why the LBC violation does not arise in SC but does in 

wh-questions. Finally, we have made it clear that our analysis is more advanced than the 

existing adverbial analysis of SC. 
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